UNIVERSITY GRADUATION REQUIREMENT WORKSHEET
Effective Fall 2008
Name ___________________________ Major __________________ Date ________________ Advisor ____________________

***Keep this worksheet for your records and future advising***
This is an "unofficial" worksheet. Total hours, upper-division hours, and all other graduation requirements should be verified when you apply for graduation, one year before your projected graduation date.

CREDIT HOUR and GPA REQUIREMENTS
- 2.00 MINIMUM CUM GPA
- 40 UPPER-DIVISION SEMESTER HOURS
- MINIMUM 122 SEMESTER HOURS
- RESIDENCY HOURS REQUIREMENT

GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS

AMERICAN INSTITUTIONS (minimum grade D- or CR)*
HIST 1700, ECON 1740, or POLS 1100 (AI) ________________

WRITING (minimum grade C-)*
Writing 2010 (WR) ________________

QUANTITATIVE REASONING (minimum grade D- or CR)*
Quantitative Reasoning - Math 1030 or higher (except statistics) (QA) ________________
Quantitative Reasoning – Statistics or Logic (from approved list) (QB) ________________

INTELLECTUAL EXPLORATIONS (IE) (minimum grade D- or CR)* (2 courses in each area)
Approved courses found at: ugs.utah.edu/gen-ed-reqs/
(Click the desired semester and then click "Gen Ed & Bachelor Degree Courses" at the top of the page)

Fine Arts (FF) ________________
Fine Arts (FF) ________________
Humanities (HF) ________________
Humanities (HF) ________________
Physical/Life Science (SF) ________________
Physical/Life Science OR Applied Science (SF) or (AS) ________________
Social/Behavioral Science (BF) ________________
Social/Behavioral Science (BF) ________________

Notes:
- Course requirements in the student’s major automatically satisfy IE requirements in that area.
- Students should contact their major advisor for information on specific IE courses required as part of the major.

BACHELOR’S DEGREE REQUIREMENTS
Please consult an academic advisor to see if these requirements are fulfilled by your major.

UPPER-DIVISION COMMUNICATION/Writing (C- or CR)* (CW) ________________

DIVERSITY (C- or CR)* (DV) ________________

UPPER DIVISION INTERNATIONAL (C- or CR)* (IR) ________________

BS QUANTITATIVE INTENSIVE REQUIREMENT (C- or CR)*+ (QI) ________________
(Two upper-division courses required) OR (QI) ________________

BA LANGUAGE REQUIREMENT (C-or CR)* ________________

MAJOR REQUIREMENTS
Research majors and requirements by going to Major Exploration website: majors.utah.edu

(Minimum grade does not apply to pre-requisites. Please check with department first)
*If the course is a requirement for a major it must be taken for a letter grade. CR/NC is NOT an option